Sonic Lab

Soundpainting in Bouchara

AJTONY CSABA, director

MARY-ELLEN RAINER soprano
HANNAH BURTON violin
JITEN BEAIRSTO violin
SARAH TRADEWELL viola
JACINTA GREEN cello
BRENDAN MCGUIGAN double bass
JENNIFER MESSERLINK piccolo
CRYSTAL YANG flute
SARA PAGE flute / bass flute
PATRICK CONLEY oboe
EMMA LITZCKE clarinet
NATHAN FRIEDMAN bass clarinet
SOPHIE TRAGESER horn
STEPHEN FONG trumpet
JUSTIN BOECHLER trombone
JAY SCHREIBER percussion
KIMBERLEY SHEPHERD piano
AJTONY CSABA cello

Bouchara (1981)  
Claude Vivier
for soprano and ensemble

While Liquid Amber
Chaya Czernowin
for 3 piccolos

Soundpainting

Friday March 9, 2012, 8:00 p.m.
Phillip T. Young Recital Hall
MacLaurin Building, University of Victoria
Admission by donation
www.finearts.uvic.ca/music/events